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The Library is now subscribed to PressReader, Cambridge University
Journal, Proquest Political Science Database, and Global Issues Library.
More details about the subscription inside,

Subscriptions

PressReader offers unlimited digital access to over 7000 newspapers and
magazines from all over the world.
Access: Carlos P. Romulo Library and within FSI network (IP based access)

Cambridge Journals Online offers access to a multidisciplinary collection of
398 leading journals, including over 200 published on behalf of learned
and professional societies. Cambridge Journals are recognized globally for
their quality, scope and editorial integrity. Many are the leading journals
in their fields and together they form one of the most valuable and
comprehensive collections of research available today.
SUBJECT COVERAGE
Cambridge Journals Online covers a broad range of subjects across the
humanities, social sciences and science, including: anthropology,
archaeology, area studies, art, astronomy, chemistry, classical studies,
computer science, drama and theatre, earth and environmental sciences,
economics, education, engineering, English language Teaching, film,
media, mass communication, general science, geography, history,
language and linguistics, law, life sciences, literature, management,
materials science, mathematics, medicine, music, nutrition, philosophy,
physics, politics and international relations, psychology, religion, sociology,
statistics and probability
Access: Carlos P. Romulo Library and within FSI network (IP based
access)

Political Science Database gives users access to hundreds of leading
political science, public policy, and international relations journals. It also
includes thousands of recent full-text doctoral dissertations on political
science topics, together with working papers, conference proceedings,
country reports, policy papers and other sources.
Subject coverage:
Political science
International relations
Comparative politics
Political economy
International development
Environmental policy
Human rights
Migration
Access: Carlos P. Romulo Library, within FSI network (IP based access),
and remote access*

Global Issues Library reflects the key issues affecting our world today,
including border issues, migrations, atrocities and human rights violations,
security, revolution and protest, and environmental issues. Through
historical and contemporary events found in this database, students and
scholars can learn about and contextualize the issues that have
transformed the human experience globally.
Access: Carlos P. Romulo Library, within FSI network (IP based access),
and remote access*
*to request for remote access, an employee must: (1) apply for a library
card, and (2) request for login credentials by sending an email to
<library@fsi.gov.ph> or calling local 4272.

New Acquisitions
National identities and international relations
Richard Ned Lebow
Identity is the master variable for many constructivist scholars of
international politics. In this comparative study, Richard Ned
Lebow shows that states do not have identities any more than
people do. Leaders, peoples, and foreign actors seek to impose
national identifications consistent with their political projects and
psychological needs. These identifications are multiple, fluid and
rise in importance as a function of priming and context. Leaders
are at least as likely to invoke national identifications as
rationalizations for policies pursued for other reasons as they are
to be influenced by them. National identifications are
nevertheless important because they invariably stress the alleged
uniqueness of a people and its country, and are a principal
means of seeking status and building self-esteem. Lebow tracks
the relative appeal of these principles, the ways in which they are
constructed, how they influence national identifications, and how
they in turn affect regional and international practices

Climate change in world politics
John Vogler
Multi-faceted view of climate change from an International
Relations, global governance, justice, sustainable development
and national identity perspective
The author has worked on global environmental issues for more
than 20 years and is a member of the ESRC Centre for Climate
Change Economics and Policy
Links climate change to ongoing economic, financial and political
crises
Author focuses on the explicitly political and international
dimension of the wider climate problem
Includes a dedicated chapter on the UNFCCC (United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change), the international
environmental treaty with the broadest legitimacy and
membership

Of limits and growth the rise of global sustainable
development in the Twentieth Century
Of Limits and Growth connects three of the most important
aspects of the twentieth century: decolonization, the rise of
environmentalism, and the United States' support for economic
development and modernization in the Third World. It links these
trends by revealing how environmental NGOs challenged and
reformed development approaches of the U.S. government, World
Bank, and United Nations from the 1960s through the 1990s. The
book shows how NGOs promoted the use of "appropriate"
technologies, environmental reviews in the lending process,
development plans based on ecological principles, and
international cooperation on global issues such as climate change.
It also reveals that the "sustainable development" concept
emerged from transnational negotiations in which
environmentalists accommodated the developmental aspirations
of Third World intellectuals and leaders. In sum, Of Limits and
Growth offers a new history of sustainability by elucidating the
global origins of environmental activism, the ways in which
environmental activists challenged development approaches
worldwide, and how environmental non-state actors reshaped the
United States' and World Bank's development policies.

Building legislative coalitions for free trade in Asia :
globalization as legislation
Megumi Naoi
What accounts for the large reduction in trade barriers among
new democracies in Asia after World War II? Using new data
from Japan and Thailand, this book provides a surprising answer:
politicians, especially party leaders, liberalized trade by buying
off legislative support with side-payments such as pork barrel
projects. Trade liberalization was a legislative triumph, not an
executive achievement. This finding challenges the conventional
"insulation" argument, which posits that insulating executives
from special interest groups and voters is the key to successful
trade liberalization. By contrast, this book demonstrates that
party leaders built open economy coalitions with legislators by
feeding legislators' rent-seeking desires with side-payments
rather than depriving their appetites. This book unravels the
political foundations of open economy

Explaining the East Asian peace : a research story
Stein Tonnesson
The fascinating and controversial (but also personal) story of a 6-year
research program based at Uppsala University that, instead of explaining
conflict, has sought to explain peace, and to gauge its quality and
sustainability. Specifically, the program has sought to understand the
dramatic drop in battle deaths in East Asia (including Southeast Asia)
from the 1980s, just as warfare worsened in the rest of the world. The
book recounts heated discussions to explain this ‘East Asian Peace’. Was it
due to a changing power balance? The ASEAN Way? China’s ‘peaceful
development’ doctrine? Growing economic interdependence? Or, as the
author contends, a series of national priority shifts by powerful Asian
leaders who prioritized economic growth and thus needed external and
internal stability? The book also deals with civil as well as international
conflict, and discusses why Thailand, Myanmar and the Philippines have
not yet achieved internal peace. The author recounts his debates with
colleagues who find it difficult to accept that a region with unresolved
disputes, rising arms expenditure, massive human rights violations, and
high domestic violence can be called ‘peaceful’. East Asia, they say, has
just a ‘negative peace’ or relative absence of war. Though he holds that
a ‘negative peace’ has tremendous positive value, Tønnesson does
ponder its future. For instance, can China keep peace with its neighbors?
A rare combination of detached analysis and personal narrative, the
book examines developments in the world’s most important region while
also telling the story of how researchers with different assumptions
develop rival theories and predictions. A companion volume to the main
output of the Uppsala peace research program, Debating the East Asian
Peace, this study will be of especial interest to not only scholars and
students but also policy-makers, NGOs, businesses, journalists and many
others engaged with the peace, stability and prosperity of the East Asian
region.

Arab politics beyond the uprisings : experiments in an era of
resurgent authorianism / Thanassis Cambanis & Michael Wahid
Hanna
Political experimentation and invention survive in unlikely places years
after resurgent authoritarianism interrupted the Arab revolts. Despite
violent conflict and state repression, attempts to build new institutions
and ideologies continue outside the confines of traditional opposition
politics.
In this volume, established researchers, new scholars, and active
participants explore political initiatives in other realms: media, artists’
collectives, rebel enclaves, neighborhood councils, fledgling citizen
campaigns, and elsewhere.
With rich ethnographic detail, these studies pay special attention to
regional dynamics, cross-border learning, and the intellectual history of
ideas central to the uprisings. They reveal an unresolved struggle
between resilient authoritarian structures and alternative centers of
political power.

States and peoples in conflict : transformations of conflict studies
edited by Michael Stohl, Mark I. Lichbach and Peter Nils
Grabosky
This volume evaluates the state of the art in conflict studies. Original
chapters by leading scholars survey theoretical and empirical research
on the origins, processes, patterns, and consequences of most forms and
contexts of political conflict, protest, repression, and rebellion.
Contributors examine key pillars of conflict studies, including civil war,
religious conflict, ethnic conflict, transnational conflict, terrorism,
revolution, genocide, climate change, and several investigations into
the role of the state. The research questions guiding the text include
inquiries into the interactions between the rulers and the ruled,
authorities and challengers, cooperation and conflict, accommodation
and resistance, and the changing context of conflict from the local to
the global.

Mobilising the diaspora : how refugees challenge
authoritarianism
Alexander Betts, University of Oxford, Will Jones, Royal
Holloway, University of London

Over half the world lives under authoritarian regimes. For these
people, the opportunity to engage in politics moves outside the state's
territory. Mobilising across borders, diasporas emerge to challenge such
governments. This book offers an in-depth examination of the internal
politics of transnational mobilisation. Studying Rwandan and
Zimbabwean exiles, it exposes the power, interests, and unexpected
agendas behind mobilisation, revealing the surprising and ambivalent
role played by outsiders. Far from being passive victims waiting for
humanitarian assistance, refugees engage actively in political struggle.
From Rwandans resisting their repatriation, to Zimbabweans
preventing arms shipments, political exiles have diverse aims and
tactics. Conversely, the governments they face also deploy a range of
transnational strategies, and those that purport to help them often do
so with hidden agendas. This shifting political landscape reveals the
centrality of transnationalism within global politics, the historical and
political contingency of diasporas, and the precarious agency of
refugees.

Foreign Affairs—November to December 2019
Contents:
Disaster in the Desert: Why Trump’s Middle East Plan Can’t
Work/Martin Indyk • The Dream Palace of the Americans:Why
Ceding Land Will Not Bring Peace/Michael S. Doran • There Will
be a One – State Solution:But What kind of State Will It Be/
Yousef Munayyer • The Unwanted Wars:Why the Middle East Is
More Combustible than Ever/Robert Malley • The Middle East’s
Lost Decades:Development, Dissent, and the future of the Arab
World/Robert Malley • America’s
Great Satan:The 40-year
Obsession with Iran/Daniel Benjamin and Steven Simon • The
Tunisia Model:Lesson from a New Arab Democracy/Sarah Yerkes
Essays:
War Is Not Over:What the Optimists Get Wrong About Conflict/
Tanisha M. Fazal and Paul Poast • The Nonintervention
Delusion:What War Is Good For/Richard Fontaine • The
Unwinnable Trade War:Everyone Loses in the U.S.-Chinese Clash
– but Especially Americans/Weijian Shan • The Progressive Case
Against Protectionism:How Trade and Immigration Help
American Workers/Kimberly Clausing • Nowhere to Go:How
Governments in the Americas Are Bungling the Migration Crisis/
Alexander Betts • Let Russia Be Russia:The Case for a More
Pragmatic Approach to Moscow/Thomas Graham • Beyond
Great Forces:How Individuals Still Shape History/Daniel Byman
and Kenneth M. Pollack
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